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The Alphabet Sisters
Snow White had her Prince Charming and Victoria had her
Albert. Who really knows how "grand" the Duke of York was? P
is for Princess: A Royal Alphabet gives an enchanting A to Z tour
of the world of kings, queens, and the stories behind the thrones.
Monarchs real (Princesses Diana and Grace) and make-believe
(Aurora and Cinderella) are examined, along with their
accompanying legends and histories. Topics include castles, crown
jewels, ladies-in-waiting, and that most anticipated of all royal
occasions - the grand ball! Sumptuous artwork perfectly
complements the majestic subject matter, making P is for Princess
a visual treat for royal watchers of all ages.Steven and Deborah
Layne also wrote the popular T is for Teachers: A School
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Alphabet, which received a Learning magazine Teachers' Choice
Award for Children's Books. Well-regarded educators and literacy
consultants, the Laynes live with their young children in St.
Charles, Illinois. Husband and wife Robert and Lisa Papp are
each established artists in their own right. Rob's previous work for
Sleeping Bear Press includes The Last Brother and The Scarlet
Stockings Spy. Lisa illustrated the Pennsylvania number book, One
for All, and Eve Bunting's My Mom's Wedding. Rob and Lisa live
in Bucks County, Pennsylvania.
From the international bestselling author of Hello from the
Gillespies and The House of Memories comes the warm, funny
story of a woman who defies her family’s expectations on a
journey to redefine herself. For years, Sylvie Devereaux, the one
member of her famous family of artists and designers who has no
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artistic talent at all, has been the “go to” person for their every
practical need, and all of it has gone largely unappreciated. But
her sister’s second wedding provides a moment of truth. During the
reception, Great-Aunt Millicent publicly offers to hire Sylvie as
her companion, so that they can be old maids together. Is that how
people really think of her? Is that what she wants? Only her
brother Sebastian seems to see Sylvie as a warm-hearted, talented
woman who deserves a life of her own. With his encouragement,
Sylvie begins to step out of her family’s shadow, but creating a
future for herself isn’t as straightforward or predictable a process
as she expects. And where she ends up surprises everyone, Sylvie
most of all. Praise for Monica McInerney and her novels:
“McInerney brings humor and insight into issues of sibling rivalry,
family secrecy, and romantic betrayal.”—The Boston Globe
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“You’ll be laughing out loud one minute and crying the
next.”—Cosmopolitan “Monica McInerney isn’t just one of my
favorite writers from down under, but from anywhere.”—Sally
Koslow, author of The Widow Waltz “[McInerney] brings Maeve
Binchy readily to mind.”—The Sydney Morning Herald (Sydney,
Australia) International bestselling writer Monica McInerney is
the award-winning author of ten previous novels including Hello
From the Gillespies and The House of Memories, one short-story
collection, and numerous stories and articles. She grew up in
Australia, one of seven children, and has split her time between
Australia and Ireland for twenty years. Monica and her Irish
husband currently live in Dublin, Ireland.
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant, impatient
fifth-grader with cerebral palsy discovers a technological device
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that will allow her to speak for the first time.
Four-time World Champion and professional figure skater Kurt
Browning replaces his boots and blades with pen and paper in A is
for Axel: An Ice Skating Alphabet. From holding an edge to laces
and hooks, Kurt glides and dances through the alphabet explaining
the history, techniques, and memorable moments of the sport.
Spirited illustrator Melanie Rose captures the excitement visually
with her colorful, playful illustrations. With the Winter Olympics
spinning our way in 2006, this book will have fans young and old
dreaming of gold. Author Kurt Browning is known for his fluid
movement and confidence on the ice. A four-time world champion,
Kurt is the first figure skater to be named as Canada's outstanding
male athlete. He presently skates professionally with Stars on Ice
and lives in Toronto, Ontario with his wife and son. Illustrator
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Melanie Rose's charming and lively oil paintings have graced the
pages of several Sleeping Bear Press titles including Z is for
Zamboni: A Hockey Alphabet; H is for Homerun: A Baseball
Alphabet; and W is for Wind: A Weather Alphabet. She makes her
home in Mississauga, Canada, with her son Liam and their two
cats, Mickey and Meesha.
The Alphabet Sisters
The Alphabet from the Sky
A Jewish Family Alphabet
A World Deserts Alphabet
A is for Airplane
Upside Down Inside Out

Tutus and leotards, pointe shoes and ribbons, stretching exercises
at the barre - these are all familiar images when one is thinking of
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ballet. But there's much more to this historic dance form than
pink tulle. There's hard work with years of study. Following the
alphabet, in T is for Tutu: A Ballet Alphabet dancer Sonia
Rodriguez, with husband Kurt Browning, introduces this dance
form from its beginnings at the court of Louis XIV to basic
positions and training to famous stage roles. L is for the Leotard
that shows the dancer's form. Whenever they are rehearsing it
becomes their uniform. Young readers will find themselves
pointing their toes, practicing the five positions, and dreaming of
being onstage as a sugarplum fairy or a king with a crown. Sonia
Rodriguez has been the Principal Dancer with The National
Ballet of Canada since 2000. Her husband, Kurt Browning, is a
four-time world champion figure skater. Kurt is also the author of
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A is for Axel: An Ice Skating Alphabet. They live in Toronto,
Ontario.Known for his fluid movement and confidence on the
ice, four-time world champion figure skater Kurt Browning spins,
jumps, and glides his way through the alphabet with A is for Axel:
An Ice Skating Alphabet. Kurt was the first figure skater to be
named as Canada's outstanding male athlete, was honored by
Sports Illustrated as one of the 50 greatest sports figures from
Canada, and is a member of Canada's Sports Hall of Fame.
Completing the first quadruple jump in competition earned Kurt
his way into the Guinness Book of Records. Kurt presently skates
professionally with Stars on Ice and lives in Toronto with his wife
and son. Wilson Ong went to Brigham Young University,
receiving a B.F.A. in painting and drawing. He furthered his
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studies at the Art Students' League in New York City. He lives in
Corning, New York.
From Abraham to Zaydee, and from ancient times to modern
day, A is for Abraham: A Jewish Family Alphabet encompasses
the history of Jewish traditions and customs and how they are
practiced today. Following the alphabet, a poem identifies the
letter topic while sidebar text provides background information.
C could be the challah that my bubbe used to braid, or C could
be the chicken soup, when I was sick she made, or chocolate
coins on Chanukah we added to our coffers. But I say C should
be for Chai "To Life" and all it offers. This joyful celebration of
family and heritage includes the meaning behind celebrations
such as the Festival of Lights, Passover, and Sukkot; important
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names and stories from the Old Testament; and how modernday families continue to celebrate their heritage. Richard
Michelson's children's books have received distinctive awards
such as a New Yorker Best Book Award and a Jewish Book
Council Book of the Month. His titles include Too Young for
Yiddish; Across the Alley; and Tuttle's Red Barn (a Publishers
Weekly Best Children's Book of 2007). He lives in Northampton,
Massachusetts. Ron Mazellan's work has been featured in film
and advertising, as well as books and magazines. His work for
young readers includes The Harmonica (an IRA Children's
Choice Award winner) and The Longest Season (a New York
Times top ten bestseller). Ron teaches at Indiana Wesleyan
University and lives in Marion, Indiana.
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Would you like to know the difference between cirrus and
cumulus clouds? How much does our atmosphere weigh? W is
for Wind: A Weather Alphabet is a swirl of information that
answers these questions and many more. Readers will learn that
yes, our atmosphere has weight! And if it's sunny, chances are it's
heavy. When the atmosphere is lighter, grab your galoshes! W is
for Wind is one well-informed children's book from the Sleeping
Bear Press family that puts the emphasis on fun and function. It
lets children learn all about the weather in a relaxed engaging
manner. Professional weatherman and storm tracker Pat
Michaels spins the stories on everything from tornadoes and
hurricanes to rainbows and evaporation with gusto. His rhymes
thunder through the alphabet with excitement and his factual text
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resonates like the Northern Lights. Readers will turn the pages
with lightning quickness to get to the next weather condition and
with each page turned they'll be treated to the mystical
illustrations of Canadian-born artist Melanie Rose. Perfect in the
classroom or the home, W is for Wind captures the love affair we
all have with weather. It the perfect complement to a science
lesson or to help explain to children what exactly happens when
water freezes and much more with easy-to-understand language.
Enriching, enlightening and educational could easily be the "E" in
this one-of-a-kind weather alphabet book.
A glorious, uplifting story about the joys and heartbreaks of
sisterhood, from the Number One bestseller 'I've got something
very important I want the three of you to do for me.' Once as
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close-knit as sisters can be, Anna, Bett and Carrie haven't spoken
in three years. They are still feeling the effects of the fight which
tore them apart - but a summons to their grandmother's birthday
party forces them out of their silence. Lola, the big-hearted,
strong-willed grandmother who first nicknamed them the
Alphabet Sisters, has a plan to reunite them. And while none of
the women is eager to confront the past, each has a new reason to
long for their sisters' support. But just as they find their way back
to one another, the sisters are rocked by a greater challenge than
ever before - one which will teach them the true value of family. . .
'You'll be laughing out loud one minute and crying the next'
Cosmopolitan
Lola's Secret
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Alphabet Weekends
A Thanksgiving Alphabet
A is for Axel
An Aviation Alphabet
A is for Amazing Moments

It can break your heart to have a sister like Virginia
Woolf. London, 1905: The city is alight with change,
and the Stephen siblings are at the forefront.
Vanessa, Virginia, Thoby, and Adrian are leaving
behind their childhood home and taking a house in
the leafy heart of avant-garde Bloomsbury. There
they bring together a glittering circle of bright,
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outrageous artistic friends who will grow into legend
and come to be known as the Bloomsbury Group.
And at the center of this charmed circle are the
devoted, gifted sisters: Vanessa, the painter, and
Virginia, the writer. Each member of the group will go
on to earn fame and success eventually, but so far
Vanessa Bell has never sold a painting. Virginia
Woolf's book review has just been turned down by
The Times. Lytton Strachey has not published
anything. E. M. Forster has finished his first novel
but does not like the title. Leonard Woolf is still a civil
servant in Ceylon, and John Maynard Keynes is
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looking for a job. Together, this sparkling coterie of
artists and intellectuals throw away convention and
embrace the wild freedom of being young, single
bohemians in London. But the landscape shifts when
Vanessa unexpectedly falls in love and her sister
feels dangerously abandoned. Eerily possessive,
charismatic, manipulative, and brilliant, Virginia has
always lived in the shelter of Vanessa's constant
attention and encouragement. Without it, she
careens toward self-destruction and madness. As
tragedy and betrayal threaten to destroy the family,
Vanessa must decide if it is finally time to protect her
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own happiness above all else. The work of exciting
young newcomer Priya Parmar, Vanessa and Her
Sister exquisitely captures the champagne-heady
days of prewar London and the extraordinary lives of
sisters Vanessa Bell and Virginia Woolf.
A young woman in a vaudeville sister act must learn
to forge her own path after her twin runs away to
Hollywood in this “elegant, immersive . . . exploration
of sisterhood, identity, ambition and betrayal” (The
New York Times). “A beautifully told coming-of-age
story that embraces life with a galloping energy and
irresistible curiosity.”—Maggie Shipstead, bestselling
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author of Great Circle Leaving was my sister’s
choice. I would have to make my own. All Harriet
Szász has ever known is life onstage with her sister,
Josie. As “The Sisters Sweet,” they pose as
conjoined twins in a vaudeville act conceived of by
their ambitious parents, who were once themselves
theatrical stars. But after Josie exposes the family’s
fraud and runs away to Hollywood, Harriet must
learn to live out of the spotlight—and her sister’s
shadow. As Josie’s star rises in California, the
Szászes fall on hard times. Striving to keep her
struggling family afloat, Harriet molds herself into the
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perfect daughter. She also tentatively forms her first
relationships outside her family and begins to
imagine a life for herself beyond the role of dutiful
daughter that she has played for so long. Finally,
Harriet must decide whether to honor her mother,
her father, or the self she’s only beginning to get to
know. Full of long-simmering tensions, buried
secrets, questionable saviors, and broken promises,
this is a story about how much we are beholden to
others and what we owe ourselves. Layered and
intimate, The Sisters Sweet heralds the arrival of an
accomplished new voice in fiction.
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Natalie and Tom have been best friends forever, but
Tom wants them to be much more. When Natalie's
longtime boyfriend walks out on her just when she
thinks he's going to propose, Tom offers her a
different and wildly romantic proposition. He
suggests that they spend twenty-six weekends
together, indulging in twenty-six different activities
from A to Z, and at the end of that time Tom's
convinced they'll be madly in love. Natalie, however,
is not so sure. As Natalie's touring the alphabet with
Tom, her mother's going through her own romantic
crisis—while Tom's unhappily married sister-in-law,
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Lucy, struggles with temptation. And over the course
of six amazing months, three generations of
passionate dreamers are going to discover that, no
matter how clever they are, love—and life—is never
as easy as A, B, C . . .
Another wonderful Liverpool saga from bestselling
author, Maureen Lee. At the age of nineteen, Kitty
McCarthy has decided she is going to live a life less
ordinary - although she doesn't know quite how to go
about it. What she does know is that she doesn't
want to get married and raise children in Liverpool
like her elder sisters: Claire, who is a mother-hen;
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easy-going Norah and elegant Aileen. But Kitty's
resolve is tested by the unexpected direction her life
takes. The combination of an impetuous youthful
decision and a chance meeting twenty years later
are to have momentous repercussions that will stay
with her for ever, and it is her sisters who are the
constant thread when other relationships come and
go. They know her best, they say, and in the end
they know what's best for her - although Kitty would
almost certainly disagree...
ABC
T is for Tutu
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Odd One Out
P is for Pinata
Kitty And Her Sisters
An Alphabet Pet Parade in Topsy-Turvy Town,
Population 26
A is for Amazon Horned Frog. B is for Blue-legged Strawberry
Frog. C is for Crested Newt. What other amphibians can you
think of? Learn more about these sometimes cute, sometimes
dangerous, but always fascinating animals in THE FROG
ALPHABET BOOK. Jerry Pallotta and Ralph Masiello explore
the ponds, look under rocks, and dig in the mud to bring you this
colorful and fun way to learn more than the alphabet.
Months after a tragic accident, Ella O’Hanlon flees to London in
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an attempt to escape her grief, leaving behind the two people she
blames for her loss: Aidan, the love of her life, and Jess, her
spoiled half-sister. Taken in by her beloved uncle Lucas, Ella
discovers that his extraordinary house holds many wonderful
memories for her…and his group of transitory boarders provides a
refreshing and welcome emotional tonic. But as Ella settles into a
comfortable new role as unofficial cook and housemother, Jess
secretly comes to London to pursue her own dreams, precipitating
an unexpected family reunion and an exploration of the
heart—one famished for love, for healing, and for forgiveness.
READERS GUIDE INCLUDED
Memoir of the one of the first set of Identical Quadruplets born in
1930 during the great depression. List several times in the guiness
book of world records as well as many other publications
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throughout their lives.
From the first games held in ancient Greece to the cultural
extravaganzas of recent years, there have been some incredible
and amazing events and milestones in the world of Olympic
sports. Now in G is for Gold Medal: An Olympics Alphabet, writer
Brad Herzog showcases those athletes and events that not only set
sports records but also impacted history and world views. Learn
the meaning behind the five interlocking rings featured on the
Olympic flag. Cheer on American Jim Thorpe as he won the
pentathlon and decathlon at the 1912 Olympics in Stockholm,
Sweden, only to lose his medals later. Read how the man dubbed
as the "world's laziest high jumper" won the gold in 1968 and
later had a jump named after him. All these moments and more
are brought to life in G is for Gold Medal. Brad Herzog has
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written travel and sports books for readers young and old. His
books with Sleeping Bear include the best-selling H is for Home
Run: A Baseball Alphabet. Brad lives on California's Monterey
Peninsula. Doug Bowles has been a freelance illustrator for more
than twenty years. His books for Sleeping Bear include One
Kansas Farmer: A Kansas Number Book and S is for Sunflower:
A Kansas Alphabet. Doug lives in Leawood, Kansas.
A Discovery Alphabet
The Flower Alphabet Book
A is for Abraham
Family Baggage
Love on the Road from A to Z
Spin the Bottle

The once close relationship
between sisters Anna,
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Bett, and Carrie Quinlan has dissolved into
estrangement as adults, until their grandmother,
Lola, comes up with a scheme to reunite the sisters
by summoning them all home to celebrate her
eightieth birthday. Reader's Guide included.
Original. 40,000 first printing.
'I always thought memories were unchangeable.
Set in stone, shaped by the years. But there are
always others too, ones you haven't let yourself
remember . . . ' The wilful and eccentric Lola
Quinlan is off on the trip of a lifetime, taking her
beloved granddaughter and great-granddaughter
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with her. More than sixty years after emigrating to
Australia, she's keeping a secret promise to return
to her Irish homeland. But as she embarks on her
journey, the flamboyant Lola is still hiding the
hurtful reasons she left Ireland in the first place.
What - and who - will be waiting for her on the
other side of the world? The Trip of a Lifetime is a
big, bold, beautiful book about the light and dark
times of life, and all the wonders in between.
Moving from the Clare Valley of South Australia to
the lush Irish countryside, this is a delightful,
emotional story about a colourful and hugePage 28/68
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hearted family that you'll want to call your own.
Praised as Australia s answer to Maeve Binchy, a
modern-day Jane Austen (The Sun Herald,
Australia), Monica McInerney, internationally
bestselling author of The Alphabet Sisters, returns
with a poignant novel of love, loss, and the
enduring strength of family ties. Nestled in a
picturesque corner of southern Australia, the Valley
View Motel has been run by the Quinlans for
years̶and nobody adores the place more than
Lola, the family s lovable and mischievous Irishborn matriarch. So when she insists that her
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relatives spend their Christmas elsewhere, the closeknit bunch can t help but be a bit curious. Lola has
always had a knack for clever schemes; after all, she
once slyly reunited her three feuding
granddaughters, whom she nicknamed the
Alphabet Sisters. And with the holiday season fast
approaching, Lola decides it s time to stir up some
extra excitement. Plotting in secret and online, Lola
thinks it would be fun to invite a select group of
strangers to stay at the motel for Christmas. Will
these guests become friends, ignite sparks, fall in
love? As she counts down the days until their
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arrival, Lola s own family dramas threaten to
upend her best-laid plans. Yet amid moments of
humor, heartache, and unexpected twists of fate,
Lola finds that she s the one who s in for the
biggest surprise of all. [Monica] McInerney s
assured writing sparkles. . . . When you reach the
end, [Lola s Secret] will leave you feeling like
you ve been given a huge, warm hug. ̶Hello!
magazine A delicate treat . . . a lovely, gentle
story of a family, a Christmas, love and different
kinds of adventure. ̶The Courier-Mail (Australia)
Exploring universal family issues of loss, rivalry,
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aging and grief, [Lola s Secret] is a warm, witty
and moving novel. ̶Woman s Day (Australia)
Look for special features inside. Join the Circle for
author chats and more.
What clutter-busting need was behind the
invention of the World Wide Web? Which stainfighting chemical got its start when a lab assistant
dropped a beaker on a lab floor? In S is for
Scientists: A Discovery Alphabet, the origins behind
some of the most important scientific discoveries
are explored. Budding young scientists will learn
what Galileo witnessed in a church that led to his
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theory of measurement; how biologist Rachel
Carson's book, Silent Spring, helped to spur the first
call to action in the environmental movement; and
why Ivan Pavlov's study of a drooling dog laid the
foundations for a new branch of psychology. From
discoveries that fundamentally changed scientific
methods to everyday inventions that are now taken
for granted, S is for Scientists sheds light on the
events and people who have shaped our lives
today. A former teacher, Larry Verstraete now
spends his time writing, visiting schools and
libraries, and presenting at conferences and
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festivals. S is for Scientists: A Discovery Alphabet is
his second picture book with Sleeping Bear Press.
He lives in Winnipeg. David Geister's fascination
with American history is celebrated in his work, and
his paintings have been featured in The Saturday
Evening Post. Dave's books for Sleeping Bear Press
include B is for Battle Cry: A Civil War Alphabet and
Riding to Washington. He lives in Minneapolis,
Minnesota.
A Novel
S is for Scientists
The Trip of a Lifetime
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A Royal Alphabet
A Sports Alphabet
Vanessa and Her Sister
With his signature humor and amazing facts, bestselling author Jerry Pallotta offers a creature that
lives in the ocean and needs air to breathe for every
letter of the alphabet. Meet dozens of sea
mammals--and a few bonus animals--in this
beautifully and accurately illustrated alphabet book.
In typical Jerry Pallotta style, the text is funny and
engaging and often speaks directly to the reader to
keep kids entertained and learning with every page
turn. General facts about sea mammals are sprinkled
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throughout the text.
Where can one find the world's largest mounted
African elephant? Or the world's largest blue
diamond? Why, at the world's largest museum
complex and research organization, of course! In S is
for Smithsonian® readers can take an armchair tour
of the incredible exhibitions and collections found in
the Smithsonian Museum. When it opened in 1855,
no one could have imagined that the Smithsonian
Museum would grow to include 19 museums, nine
research centers, or over 130 million objects,
artworks, and specimens collected from all over the
world. With over 25 million visitors a year, the
Smithsonian truly is the world's largest museum! See
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the airplane Amelia Earhart flew on her solo Atlantic
flight. Admire diamond earrings that once belonged
to Marie Antoinette. From A-Z, S is for Smithsonian®
explores the amazing objects and memorable displays
that are part of this remarkable museum. Marie and
Roland Smith have collaborated on several alphabet
titles, including B is for Beaver: An Oregon Alphabet
and Z is for Zookeeper: A Zoo Alphabet. They live on a
small farm south of Portland. The author of many
books for children, Roland has also penned Sleeping
Bear Press's middle-grade series, I, Q. Gijsbert van
Frankenhuyzen has illustrated more than 20 books
with Sleeping Bear Press, including the bestselling
The Legend of Sleeping Bear; The Edmund
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Fitzgerald: Song of the Bell; and most recently, Itsy
Bitsy & Teeny Weeny. He and his wife, Robbyn, live in
Bath, Michigan, on their 40-acre farm and wildlife
refuge.
“An endearing and humane story about a family and
its sticky web of secrets and misunderstandings . . .
one of those rare books you could recommend to
anyone and know that they’ll love it.” –The Australian
Women’s Weekly Harriet Turner knows all about
journeys. She’s arranged hundreds of them for her
family’s travel agency. Now Harriet is joining her
adopted sister, Lara, to lead a group through the
Cornish countryside. But when Lara fails to appear at
the airport as planned, Harriet finds herself in
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uncharted territory and suddenly alone with a
busload of eccentric seniors. As the tour wends its
way through the picturesque landscape, Harriet must
uncover her sister’s whereabouts and confront longheld family secrets involving Lara’s arrival twenty-five
years ago . . . not to mention keeping track of more
baggage–real and emotional–than she ever expected.
BONUS: This edition contains excerpts from Monica
McInerney's Lola's Secret, At Home with the
Templetons, The Faraday Girls, The Alphabet Sisters,
Greetings from Somewhere Else, and Upside Down
Inside Out.
The country of Mexico has long been a popular travel
destination. But there's much more to enjoy and
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appreciate than just sunshine and warm
temperatures when exploring this region with its
ancient history and proud traditions. Enjoy an A-Z
tour of our neighbor to the south in P is for Piñata: A
Mexico Alphabet. Young readers can visit the tomb of
a Mayan king, experience the life of the vaquero
(Mexican cowboy), attend the world-famous Ballet
Folklórico de Mèxico, and sample the everyday treat
that was once known as the "food of the gods." From
folk art to famous people to the original "hot dog,"
the treasures of Mexico are revealed in P is for
Piñata. Vibrant artwork perfectly captures the flavor,
texture, and spirit of its landscape and culture.To
find recipes, games, interactives maps and much
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more for this title visit
www.discovertheworldbooks.com! Tony Johnston's
love for Mexico started when her husband's job took
them to Mexico City; they then lived there for fifteen
years. While in Mexico, Tony wrote in Spanish and
had several stories commissioned by the Mexican
government. She has published more than 70 books
for children and lives in San Marino, California.
Award-winning illustrator and designer John (Juanito)
Parra studied at Art Center College of Design in
Pasadena. His clients include United Airlines,
Macmillan/McGraw-Hill, PBS, and the L.A. Weekly.
John's first children's book was My Name is Gabriela,
about the life of the Nobel Prize-winning poet
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Gabriela Mistral. He lives in New York City.
The Frog Alphabet Book
The Alphabet Sisters Pink Popular Penguin
Hello from the Gillespies
A Weather Alphabet
W is for Wind
Out of My Mind

When Zoe Z. Zany's grandpa, Yulee Y. Young,
gives permission for Zoe to get a pet, she
attends the Topsy-Turvy Town Alphabet Pet
Parade and is smitten with a mischievous black
and white critter creating an increasing amount
of chaos. Zoe is sure this animal is her dream
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pet, so she hops on her bike and a wild chase
ensues, scattering the unusual townspeople and
their unconventional pets all over Topsy-Turvy
Town.Literacy expert Judith E. Torres, MA,
CCC-SLP has created this captivating alphabet
book inspired by the annual Pet Parade in Santa
Fe. Children will love exploring the detail in the
illustrations and hunting for Zoe's new pet. The
book can be used by parents, speech-language
pathologists, and educators to teach language
and literacy concepts such as phonemic
awareness, letter names and sounds, opposites,
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animal vocabulary, verbs, pronouns, and story
prediction. The story is supplemented with
further discussion materials, including a
glossary of animals and educational prompts.
“Sparkling . . . it’s all systems go for a
wonderful romance . . . a charming story told
with large doses of love and humour.” –The
Australian Women’s Weekly Eva Kennedy is in
a rut. After seven years of working at her
uncle’s Dublin delicatessen, her artistic
aspirations have slipped by the wayside and her
latest relationship has fizzled. Whatever
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happened to the Eva who was going to be
someone? Hoping to shake things up and find
inspiration, Eva takes a break and ventures to
Melbourne, Australia, to visit her old friend
Lainey, who, for fun, gives her an exciting new
identity. Eva is now exotic and adventurous and
. . . not herself. Joseph Wheeler is a successful
London designer. Unfortunately his firm is
thriving at such a high level that he doesn’t
have time to actually design anymore. And his
love life is nonexistent. In Australia on
business, Joseph meets Eva, and the sparks
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fly–even as Eva is stuck pretending to be
someone she’s not. Little does she know that
Joseph has some secrets of his own. . . . When
what starts as a holiday fling quickly blossoms
into something more, Joseph and Eva discover
that romance can turn life upside down and
inside out at the bottom of the world. BONUS:
This edition contains excerpts from Monica
McInerney's Lola's Secret, At Home with the
Templetons, The Faraday Girls, Family
Baggage, The Alphabet Sisters, and Greetings
from Somewhere Else.
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Debut novel about a young family forced to flee
their war-ravaged homeland, forced to leave
behind everything & everyone beloved &
familiar. Old family photographs & lush
watercolor paintings based on medieval
illuminated manuscripts interweave with
remembrances, ghost stories/stories of the war
dead, & fairy tales to conjure a story of war, of
emigration & immigration, the remarkable
human capacity to experience love & wonder
amidst destruction & loss, & how to create
beauty out of horror.
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Discover the alphabet from a bird's-eye view!
Geographer and designer duo Benedikt Gross
and Joey Lee have taken the alphabet to new
heights--literally! Using satellite imagery and
computer technology, the pair has discovered
"accidental letters" all over the world: in roads,
rivers, buildings, lakes, and more. Take a
journey around the Earth in 26 letters with this
special book. "A delightful anytime book with
hours of entertainment"--Booklist
A Yukon, Northwest Territories, and Nunavut
Alphabet
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P Is for Pilgrim
The Morlok Quadruplets
An Ice Skating Alphabet
At Home with the Templetons
T is for Territories
From the bestselling author of Family Baggage
and The Alphabet Sisters comes a warm and
captivating story of family secrets, traditions and
ties. As a child, Maggie Faraday grew up in a
lively, unconventional household with her young
mother, four very different aunts and her eccentric
grandfather. With her mother often away, her
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aunts took turns to look after her – until, just
weeks before Maggie’s sixth birthday, a shocking
event changed everything. Twenty years on,
Maggie is living alone in New York City when a
surprise visit from her grandfather brings a
revelation and a proposition to reunite the family.
As the Faradays gather in Ireland, Maggie begins
to realize that the women she thought she knew so
intimately all have something to hide . . .
Lainey Byrne is a woman in control, juggling a
hectic job, her boyfriend Adam and a family with
more than its fair share of dramas. Things go into
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a spin when she is wrenched from her life in
Melbourne to run a B&B in Ireland for a year. Bedand-breakfast quickly tumbles into bed-andbedlam, especially when a reunion with childhood
friend Rohan Hartigan sparks an unexpected
romantic dilemma. Meanwhile, back in Australia,
her father's taken to his bed, her mother's up the
walls, her three brothers are running amok – and
as for Adam . . . It's going to take more than a
game of spin the bottle to sort this one out! A
warm and funny story about love, letting go,
friendship and families.
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As girls growing up in Clare Valley, Australia,
Anna, Bett, and Carrie Quinlan were childhood
singing stars known as The Alphabet Sisters. The
unbridled enthusiasm of their flamboyant
grandmother Lola was the glue that held them
together. As adults, though, the women haven’t
spoken in years–ever since Bett’s fiancé deserted
her to marry the younger Carrie. Now Lola is
turning eighty and she is determined to reunite the
girls for a blowout bash. And no one ever says no
to Lola. Bett, who fled to London after the scandal
of losing her fiancé, is hesitant to face her sisters
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and her hometown–especially since she has yet to
find another man. Sophisticated Anna, the eldest
sister, isn’t too keen on the prospect either,
though she’s secretly grateful for any excuse to
leave her crumbling marriage behind in Sydney.
And Carrie, who remained in Clare Valley, is
perhaps the most apprehensive. Her marriage–the
nominal cause of the sisters’ estrangement–is also
on the rocks. Was she wrong to have followed her
heart and run off with Bett’s fiancé? When Lola
shares her special request, that the girls stage a
musical she has written, their short visit becomes
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a much longer commitment. As they are forced to
spend more time together, the sisters must
confront the pain that lingers between them.
Preconceptions and misunderstandings are slowly
put aside and the three find themselves gradually,
irresistibly enveloping one another once
again–until an unexpected turn of events changes
everything in ways none of them could have ever
imagined. . . . Layering the lighthearted antics of
small-town life with a heartbreaking story of
loyalty lost and found, The Alphabet Sisters is an
unforgettable story of two generations of women
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who learn that being true to themselves means
being true to one another. BONUS: This edition
contains excerpts from Monica McInerney's Lola's
Secret, At Home with the Templetons, The
Faraday Girls, Family Baggage, Greetings from
Somewhere Else, and Upside Down Inside Out.
When the Templeton family takes up residence in
an imposing and long-empty manor in the
countryside of Victoria, Australia, the locals begin
to buzz with gossip. The seven Templetons moved
from England and seem unusual, peculiar
even—especially when they begin to lead tours
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through the stately home while dressed in period
costume. No one is more intrigued by the family
than their neighbors, single mother Nina Donovan
and her son, Tom. Though they try to keep their
distance from the often shocking Templeton
dramas, Nina and Tom find their lives
unexpectedly entwined with this enigmatic family,
much to the delight of Gracie, the youngest
Templeton daughter. Then one day, a tragedy
tears them all apart. In the grand estate, the stage
is set for years of betrayal and heartbreak, love
and affection, to be revealed—and, perhaps,
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resolved—as the Templetons try to make amends.
At Home with the Templetons is Monica
McInerney’s best book yet—a captivating and
moving story that spans two decades, illuminating
the perils and pleasures of love, friendship, and
family. BONUS: This edition contains excerpts
from Monica McInerney's Lola's Secret, The
Faraday Girls, Family Baggage, The Alphabet
Sisters, Greetings from Somewhere Else, and
Upside Down Inside Out.
P Is for Princess
The Sisters Sweet
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Those Faraday Girls
A Mexico Alphabet
S is for Smithsonian
D is for Desert
Did you know that helicopters can fly forward, backward, and sideto-side? Or that the wingspan of a jumbo jet is almost twice as long
as the distance of the Wright Brothers' first flight? Since recorded
time, man has looked to the sky and dreamed of ways to fly there. A
is for Airplane: An Aviation Alphabet celebrates the roots,
inventions, and spirit of the science of flight. Young readers will
learn about famous events such as the Spirit of St. Louis's nonstop
flight across the Atlantic Ocean and the launch of Columbia STS-1
(the first space shuttle), as well as meet courageous aviators who
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broke barriers in the air and on Earth like the Tuskegee Airmen and
Amelia Earhart. Aircraft of all kinds, including giant airships, winddependent gliders, and awe-inspiring F-16s, are depicted in
spectacular artwork. The glory of flight is brought to stunning
life.As a teacher, parent, and published author Mary Ann McCabe
Riehle has encouraged young students and adults to follow their
dreams and tell their stories. A is for Aviation is her third children's
book. A featured author and speaker at several reading and writing
conferences, Mary Ann lives in Dexter, Michigan. David Craig is
an avid history buff and his remarkable skill at depicting historical
events and people has led to diverse projects including collector's
plates and a millennial champagne label. His children's book, First
to Fly, the story of the Wright Brothers, won the inaugural James
Madison Book Award. David lives in Mississauga, Ontario.
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Sisters are always there for each other . . . aren't they? Anna, Bett
and Carrie were childhood singing stars – the Alphabet Sisters. As
adults they haven't spoken in years. Not since Bett's fiancé left her
for another sister . . . Now Lola, their larger-than-life grandmother,
summons them home for a birthday extravaganza and a surprise
announcement. But just as the rifts begin to close, the Alphabet
Sisters face a test none of them ever imagined. An unforgettable
story of three women who learn that being true to themselves means
being true to each other. Co-founded by Jane and Glenn McGrath,
the McGrath Foundation raises money to place McGrath Breast
Care Nurses in communities right across Australia and to increase
breast awareness in young women. The McGrath Foundation
believes 150 of these specially trained nurses are needed to ensure
that every family experiencing breast cancer has access to a breast
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care nurse, no matter where they live or their financial situation.
McGrath Breast Care Nurses offer a unique service to families who
can self-refer to this free support. Penguin is proud to donate $1
from the original sale of each Pink Popular Penguin to help the
McGrath Foundation realise their goal. To find out how you can
make a difference visit www.mcgrathfoundation.com.au
From the first woman to swim the English Channel to the first
person to run a mile in under four minutes, there have been some
incredible and amazing events and milestones in the world of
sports. Now in A is for Amazing Moments: A Sports Alphabet,
sportswriter Brad Herzog showcases those events that set sports
records while impacting American history and world views. Learn
how runner Jesse Owens not only amazed the world but also
stunned Nazi Germany at the 1936 Summer Olympics. Cheer on
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Billie Jean King as she defeats Bobby Riggs in their 1973 "Battle of
the Sexes" tennis match. Read how super-racehorse Secretariat ran
away with America's heart as well as the 1973 Triple Crown. All
these moments, and many more, are brought to pulsing life in A is
for Amazing Moments: A Sports Alphabet. Vivid, colorful artwork
captures the spirit and energy of these events.Brad Herzog has
written travel and sports books for readers young and old. His
children's books include H is for Home Run: A Baseball Alphabet
and T is for Touchdown: A Football Alphabet. Lauded by the
Council for Advancement and Support of Education, Brad lives on
California's Monterey Peninsula. Melanie Rose is a graduate of the
Ontario College of Art and has illustrated numerous books for
Sleeping Bear Press including H is for Home Run: A Baseball
Alphabet; K is for Kick: A Soccer Alphabet; and Z is for Zamboni:
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A Hockey Alphabet. She lives near Toronto, Canada.
In T is for Territories: A Yukon, Northwest Territories, and
Nunavut Alphabet, acclaimed storyteller Michael Kusugak gives an
A-Z tour of Canada's three territories, the northern region of the
country that is a giant in size, history, and culture. Young readers
can kick up their heels at the Arctic Winter Games with sports such
as the one-foot high-kick, listen to world-renowned storytellers at
Whitehorse's International Storytelling Festival, or experience
Wood Buffalo National Park where sometimes visitors have to stop
and wait for wildlife to get out of the way. Everyone will enjoy this
alphabetical journey that showcases the riches of the territories.
The Sea Mammal Alphabet Book
America's Museum Alphabet
An Olympics Alphabet
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G is for Gold Medal
Above Us the Milky Way
A Ballet Alphabet

For the last thirty years, Angela Gillespie's annual Christmas
letter has been full of her family's triumphs. But this year
Angela surprises everyone, including herself - she tells the
truth. Angela's husband is in the throes of a mid-life crisis.
Her grown-up daughters are more out of control than ever.
And her youngest child spends all of his time talking to an
imaginary friend. With fantasy thoughts of a life before
marriage and motherhood becoming more than just an
innocent daydream, Angela's real life is slowly slipping out of
focus. But, as the repercussions of her ruthlessly honest letter
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begin to pile up, a shocking event takes Angela from her
family, and she realises she should have been more careful of
what she wished for
D is for Desert: A World Deserts Alphabet uses the alphabet
to explore desert regions around the world, explaining the
science behind what determines a desert and showcasing
fascinating features and desert inhabitants. Budding scientists
will traverse the rocky deserts of Mongolia astride the
Bactrian camel, spy on the poisonous Gila monster and other
lizards in the Sonoran Desert, discover geological wonders in
Bryce Canyon National Park, and learn about desert weather
phenomena such as dust storms and flash floods, and much
more. A glossary of key desert-science terms and concepts is
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included.
Roses are red, Violets are blue... And they're only two of the
flowers in this book of bright colors and delightful
information. Young readers will be fascinated to find out what
flower can be used to make a doll, which flower flavors tea,
and which flower farmers feed to chickens. Author Jerry
Pallotta and illustrator Leslie Evans have collaborated to
produce a stunning bouquet of words and pictures about the
world of flowers–one of nature's most beautiful gifts.
"Across the Atlantic Ocean, a lone ship on a vast sea. Ablaze
with new hope, all praying to be free." From the lives of our
early settlers, who established the foundations for American
freedoms and ideals, to today's celebrations, P is for Pilgrim
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colorfully examines the history and lore of Thanksgiving.
Educators will find the inclusion of the Core Democratic
Values of valuable use for the classroom while kids of all ages
will enjoy the bright, engaging illustrations and fascinating
sidebar text. "Zippy bands zigzagging down the street, zebras
trotting, zeppelin-like balloons afloat. Flags flying, banners
waving, a Thanksgiving Day Parade playing a happy
note."Lecturer and book reviewer Carol Crane is widely
recognized by many schools and educators for her expertise in
children's literature. She has written several state books for
Sleeping Bear Press including Texas (L is for Lone Star) and
South Carolina (P is for Palmetto). She travels extensively and
speaks at state reading conventions across the United States.
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Helle Urban, a Parker, Colorado resident, has been an
illustrator for over 20 years. She earned her bachelor of fine
arts in illustration from Art Center College of Design in
Pasadena, CA. Helle has illustrated numerous children's
books, painted portraits of families, and was a background
artist in the animation industry.
The House of Memories
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